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Scalable Synthesis of Ultrathin Mn3N2 Exhibiting  
Room-Temperature Antiferromagnetism
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Long Yang, Chi Chen, Hao Wang, Ling Miao, Sarah H. Tolbert, Simon J. L. Billinge, 
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Ultrathin and 2D magnetic materials have attracted a great deal of attention 
recently due to their potential applications in spintronics. Only a handful of 
stable ultrathin magnetic materials have been reported, but their high-yield 
synthesis remains a challenge. Transition metal (e.g., manganese) nitrides 
are attractive candidates for spintronics due to their predicted high mag-
netic transition temperatures. Here, a lattice matching synthesis of ultrathin 
Mn3N2 is employed. Taking advantage of the lattice match between a KCl salt 
template and Mn3N2, this method yields the first ultrathin magnetic metal 
nitride via a solution-based route. Mn3N2 flakes show intrinsic  magnetic 
behavior even at 300 K, enabling potential room-temperature applications. 
This synthesis procedure offers an approach to the discovery of other 
ultrathin or 2D metal nitrides.
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been reported.[6–11] A smaller number of 
them are intrinsically magnetic. Even with 
these candidates, many scientific and tech-
nological challenges remain unresolved.  
For example, most synthesized 2D mag-
nets show a low magnetic transition 
temperature (typically, below 100 K) and 
cannot be operated at room tempera-
ture.[6–8] Very recently, the first room-tem-
perature ferromagnetic 2D material, VSe2, 
was reported,[12] but to date, no ultrathin 
2D flakes that maintain their antiferro-
magnetic coupling in finite size at room 
temperature have been reported. In addi-
tion, 2D magnetic materials reported so 
far are sensitive to degradation at atmos-
pheric conditions and require operation 

in an inert atmosphere. As a result, environmental and oper-
ating issues limit their practical applications. Consequently, it 
is important to find a high-yield method to obtain stable atomi-
cally thin magnetic materials that are operable at and above 
room temperature.

Transition metal nitrides (TMNs) are promising candidates, 
because various nitride MXenes have been predicted to have 
magnetic properties.[13,14] Among TMNs, manganese nitride 
(Mn3N2) is a high-temperature antiferromagnetic material with 
a Néel temperature around 925 K.[15] Importantly, its intrinsic 
magnetism could be used for both fundamental studies of 

Ultrathin Mn3N2 Flakes

1. Introduction

In the past decade, 2D or atomically thin planar materials have 
attracted great attention due to their unusual physical and chem-
ical properties.[1,2] Many new devices for electronics, energy 
harvesting and storage, plasmonics, etc., have been developed 
by virtue of the exploration of atomically thin materials, such as 
graphene,[3] transition metal dichalcogenides,[4] and black phos-
phorous.[5] However, the development of ultrathin 2D magnetic 
materials, potentially important building blocks for spintronics, 
is still at its initial stage and only a handful of materials have 
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the physics in ultrathin and bulk magnetic materials, and for 
practical applications. However, achieving a 2D morphology 
via nonvapor phase approaches is challenging, since the bulk 
form of Mn3N2 is not layered and therefore cannot be exfoli-
ated. This is a common issue in ultrathin 2D or 2D-like TMNs, 
and because of this, only a few of these materials have been 
reported, such as Ti4N3,[16] Mo2N, and V2N MXene,[17] MoN,[18] 
and W2N.[18] Recently, a high-yield salt-templating method for 
the synthesis of atomically thin TMNs by ammoniating their 
metal oxide counterparts was demonstrated.[18,19] This provides 
a viable route to obtain ultrathin flakes of a TMN with room-
temperature magnetism.

In this work, we use the salt-templating method to synthe-
size ultrathin Mn3N2 flakes (labeled as 2D Mn3N2). Since metal 
oxides are fairly stable and the formation of TMNs by ammo-
niation or nitridation always needs high temperatures, instead 
of the reduction of oxide, we chose manganese chloride as 
the precursor, which can be directly ammoniated to form 2D 
metal nitride. This one-step synthesis may expand the family of  
2D metal nitrides if the right precursors and templates are 
identified. The schematic of synthesis of 2D Mn3N2 is shown in 
Figure 1. First, a MnCl2 solution in ethanol was coated onto the 

surface of the KCl salt template (Figure S1, Supporting Infor-
mation) and dried to form a thin layer of MnCl2 on KCl (labeled 
as MnCl2@KCl). Using a MnCl2 solution in ethanol prevented 
the formation of large particles.[20] The ratio of solution to salt 
controlled the thickness of the layer (see details in Figure S2 in 
the Supporting Information and the Supporting Note). In the 
actual synthesis, the transparent MnCl2 precursor solution was 
poured into 200 g KCl (Figure 1b), and the MnCl2@KCl powder 
was dried and treated at 750 °C under a constant flow of 
ammonia. During the ammoniation reaction, the MnCl2@KCl 
transformed into Mn3N2@KCl (light grayish powder, Figure 1c). 
After transformation, the KCl salt template was washed with 
deionized (DI) water to obtain 2D Mn3N2 (Figure 1e; Figure S3,  
Supporting Information). 2D Mn3N2 dispersed well in DI water 
to form a dark colloidal solution as confirmed by the Tyn-
dall effect (Figure 1f). The KCl was recycled by collecting and 
recrystallizing its solution (Figure S4, Supporting Information). 
The proposed growth mechanism is salt-templated growth.[20] 
It is worth mentioning that the crystal structures of Mn3N2 
and KCl have several features in common. In the (001) plane, 
both of them show square symmetry with similar lattice para-
meters (lattice mismatch around 3.3%, Figure S5, Supporting 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic of synthesis. The MnCl2 solution in ethanol was coated on the surface of the KCl salt template and dried in an oven, forming a 
MnCl2@KCl powder, as shown in b). c) Then, the MnCl2@KCl powder was transferred to a furnace and treated at high temperature under a constant 
flow of ammonia. The ammoniation reaction transformed MnCl2@KCl into 2D Mn3N2@KCl. After ammoniation, the color of the powder turned into 
light grayish. d) The proposed growth mechanism. We placed Mn3N2 atomic structure on the top surface of KCl. The lattice parameter of Mn3N2 in the 
[110] direction is close to that of KCl in the [110] direction. The atomic configurations closely match, hence the heteroepitaxial growth mechanism can 
be proposed. e) After dissolving the salt template in deionized water, the ultrathin Mn3N2 flakes could be dispersed in water to form a black colloidal 
solution, which is confirmed by the Tyndall effect f).
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 Information). As shown in Figure 1d, when Mn3N2 is placed 
on the top surface of KCl, it is seen that the lattice parameter of 
the Mn3N2 (110) facet (black-dashed lines) is very close to that 
of KCl (220) facet (red-dashed lines). The lattice match between 
the surface of the KCl crystal and Mn3N2 could facilitate the 
growth of 2D Mn3N2 on the surface of KCl.

2. Characterizations of 2D Mn3N2

To characterize the morphology and crystal structure of 2D 
Mn3N2, bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were applied. As 
shown in Figure 2a and Figure S6 in the Supporting Informa-
tion, the as-synthesized ultrathin Mn3N2 flakes have a rectan-
gular shape with lateral size larger than 1 µm and thickness in 
the range of 1.37 to 4.24 nm (around 1 to 3 unit cells) as meas-
ured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and TEM (Figure S7,  
Supporting Information). Furthermore, the selected area elec-
tron diffraction (SAED, Figure 2b) exhibited a single-crystal 
pattern with a square symmetry on the [001] zone axis (c-axis 
of the unit cell), which corresponds to the (110) d-spacing of 
Mn3N2 (2.1 Å). The high-resolution TEM image in Figure 2c 
presents the (110) lattice planes with a square symmetry on 
the same [001] zone axis. In an effort to reveal the atomic con-
figuration and chemical composition of the Mn3N2 flakes, we 

employed an aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-
field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscope 
(STEM) equipped with an electron energy loss spectrometer 
(EELS). Figure 2d presents an atomic-scale HAADF-STEM 
image of a Mn3N2 flake in another region on the [010] zone axis  
(b-axis of the unit cell). The corresponding Fourier transform in 
Figure 2e shows the d-spacings of 2.5 and 3.1 Å with an angle 
of about 53°, which matches reasonably well with the theo-
retical d-spacing values of 2.40 and 3.03 Å of (103) and (004), 
respectively, with an angle of 53.6°, on the same [010] zone axis, 
based on the standard X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of Mn3N2 
(PDF #01-087-2438). Since HAADF-STEM images reflect the 
Z-contrast of materials (Intensity ∝ Z1.7),[21] it can be inferred 
that the bright spots are Mn atoms with hexagonal-like sym-
metry (marked by the white-dashed box), which is consistent 
with the projected crystal model in Figure 2f. It should be noted 
that the small difference between the STEM image and the 
projected crystal model (Figure 2d,f) is likely due to the sample 
in STEM image being slightly tilted off from the zone axis. 
However, it can still be inferred that the atomic arrangement 
shown is that of Mn3N2. We further acquired the atomic-scale 
EELS elemental maps of Mn on the [010] zone axis (Figure S8, 
Supporting Information). Atomic-scale Mn maps were con-
firmed using Mn L3 edge, which demonstrated the location 
of Mn atoms in the crystal structure (Figure 2h). In addition, 
the existence of N was confirmed by high- resolution X-ray 
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Figure 2. a) Bright-field TEM image of an ultrathin Mn3N2 single-crystal flake with the lateral dimension over 1 µm. Scale bar: 200 nm. b) The cor-
responding TEM electron diffraction pattern on the [001] zone axis (c-axis) with the (110) d-spacing marked in dashed squares. Scale bar: 5 nm−1. 
c) High-resolution (HR)-TEM image of Mn3N2 with (110) d-spacing in a square symmetry on the [001] zone axis. Scale bar: 0.5 nm. d) Atomic-scale 
HAADF-STEM image of a Mn3N2 flake in another region on the [010] zone axis (b-axis). Scale bar: 0.2 nm. e) Corresponding Fourier transform with 
(103) and (004) d-spacings with an angle of 53°. f) Proposed crystal model on the [010] zone axis, showing the atomic arrangement of Mn and the 
hexagonal-like symmetry, matching the STEM image in (d). g) XPS spectra of N 1s, confirming the NMn bonding in ultrathin Mn3N2. h) Mn EELS 
spectrum showing the background subtraction (black) by a linear combination of power law method (LCPL). The sharp Mn L3 edge was integrated to 
form the Mn EELS map (Figure S8b, Supporting Information) after being processed by principal component analysis (PCA, 2 components).
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 photoelectron  spectroscopy (XPS). The N 1s region exhibits 
only two peaks, which are assigned to NMn bonding at 
395.8 eV and ONMn at 397.6 eV (Figure 2g).

To obtain a more quantitative atomic structure of the mate-
rial, X-ray pair distribution function (PDF) analysis was per-
formed. The PDF, G(r), gives the scaled probability of finding 
two atoms in a material at a distance r apart and is related to 
the density of atom pairs in the material.[22] The details of data 
acquisition and structural modeling[23–26] are described in the 
Supporting Information. Peaks in the PDF show interatomic 
distances in the material, for instance, the nearest MnN and 
MnMn bonds are 2.10 and 2.97 Å, respectively, corresponding 
to PDF peaks at these positions. As shown in Figure 3, the 
PDF of the Mn3N2 model agrees with the experimental data 
well with a low Rω (goodness of fit) value of 0.166 for fits over a 
range 1.5 < r < 50 Å. It should be noted that the refined lattice 
parameter c from PDF analysis is 12.4 Å (Table S1, Supporting 
Information), which is consistent with the d-spacing of (004) 
(3.1 Å) in the previous STEM image (Figure 2d,e). Although the 
fit to the bare Mn3N2 model was satisfactory, there were a few 
of miniscule differences between the measured and the model 
PDFs (blue curve offset in Figure 3), which should be due to the 
presence of a small amount of MnO bonding on the surface.

To test any Mn oxides existing in the sample, we compare 
the similarity between the experimental PDF residual data after 
fitting to Mn3N2 model and simulated PDFs of all Mn oxide 
entries available in the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database 
(ICSD),[27] which can be quantified using the Pearson product–
moment correlation coefficient, P, defined by[28,29]
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where x and y  are the mean values and σx and σy are the 
standard deviations of the datasets x and y, respectively. The cal-
culated Pearson correlation coefficient P is between −1 and 1. 
The value 1 implies complete correlation, 0 implies no correla-
tion, and −1 suggests an anticorrelation. Accordingly, the higher 
positive P values mean higher degree of similarity. It ignores 
absolute scaling, but considers relative scaling and slight shifts 
in peak positions. Generally, the plausible  candidate structures 

can be identified through comparisons, which yield the P value 
typically in the range of 0.8 or higher.[29–31]

We first use the experimental PDF residual data after sub-
tracting Mn3N2 signal (the blue difference curve shown in 
Figure 3). The calculated Pearson correlation coefficients 
(Pearson Coeff. 1) of all Mn oxide structures over the range of 
1.5 Å < r < 20 Å are shown in Table 1. It clearly shows that 
only cubic MnO (space group: Fm-3m) structure exists in the 
sample, and the corresponding PDF fit of Mn3N2 + minority 
MnO model is shown in Figure S9 in the Supporting Informa-
tion, which improves the Rω using Mn3N2 single phase model 
(Figure 3). This is also consistent with XRD analysis (Figure S10,  
Supporting Information).

Then, to carefully examine the possibilities of any remaining 
Mn oxides, we used the experimental PDF residual data after 
subtracting Mn3N2 and cubic MnO (space group: Fm-3m) 
signals (the blue difference curve shown in Figure S9 in the 
Supporting Information). The resulted Pearson correlation 
coefficients (Pearson Coeff. 2) over the range of 1.5 Å < r < 20 Å 
are shown in Table 1. No large Pearson coefficient is obtained, 
and it implies that no other Mn oxides except cubic MnO was 
present in the sample within the detection limit of X-ray PDF.

The presence of O-termination or oxide subphase is a 
common phenomenon for 2D metal nitrides and carbides 
because of the exposed metal atoms on the surface.[32] However, 
we found that the samples are very stable and samples remeas-
ured after seven months of being stored in air resulted in iden-
tical PDFs indicating no further oxidation.

3. Magnetic Properties of 2D Mn3N2

The magnetic properties of 2D Mn3N2 multilayer flakes were 
measured by a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) on a 
Quantum Design EverCool II Physical Property Measurement 
System (PPMS). A small hysteresis loop was observed at 300 K 
with a coercive field (Hc) and remnant magnetization (MR) of 
52 Oe and 0.012 emu g−1 (1.3 × 10−4 µB Mn−1), respectively (inset 
in Figure 4a). This result was reproducible on different batches 
of samples with slight variation in the absolute values from 
batch to batch (Figure S11, Supporting  Information).  Saturation 
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Figure 3. X-ray PDF analysis of Mn3N2. Plot b) is generated by enlarging plot a) from 0 to 20 Å. The minimal residual difference of fitting results from 
the proposed crystal structure (PDF# 01-087-2438) demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed Mn3N2 structure.
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of the magnetization was not attained at an applied magnetic 
field of 80 kOe (8 Tesla) at 300 K as shown in Figure S12a  
in the Supporting Information. The combined presence of a 
hysteresis loop and the modest magnetization values suggest 
predominantly antiferromagnetic behavior of our 2D Mn3N2, 
which may be similar to its bulk counterpart and thin films 
where the magnetic moment is ferromagnetically aligned within 
(001) planes, but antiferromagnetic between neighboring (001) 
planes.[13,33–36] In this situation, uncompensated surface spins 
could be largely responsible for the measured magnetization. 
The Hc and MR values measured in our 2D Mn3N2 at 300 K  
are comparable to Mn3N2 thin films on Si3N4 and LaAlO3 and 
larger than edge-state induced magnetism in transition metal 
chalcogenides.[37–39] To exclude the possibility that the magnetic 
signal may come from impurities, we performed several con-
trol experiments to confirm that the coercivity and remanence 
observed here arise from our Mn3N2 sample and not from any 
impurities. First, since there is a possible MnO impurity in 
the sample, we checked the magnetic properties of pure MnO 
(Sigma, USA; Figure S13a, Supporting Information) at room 
temperature and observed a linear dependence with no hys-
teresis loop in the range of −15 to 15 kOe (Figure S13c, Sup-
porting Information). Then, to exclude the possible magnetic 

contaminations such as Fe, we directly oxidized the precursor 
(MnCl2@KCl) as shown in Figure S13b in the Supporting 
Information. If there were any Fe contamination, there should 
still be a hysteresis loop at room temperature after oxidation. 
The absence of a loop excludes the possibility of any magnetic 
contamination coming from iron or other uncontrolled impuri-
ties (Figure S13d, Supporting Information).

To understand if magnetism of Mn3N2 is dependent on cou-
pling between the sheets or is intrinsic to individual flakes, we 
next measured zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 
magnetization over a temperature range from 10 to 300 K for 
both, powder of ultrathin Mn3N2 nanosheets and a “monolayer 
film.” To produce the “monolayer film” (thickness less than 
5 nm), we drop-casted a dilute 2D-Mn3N2 colloidal solution 
onto a porous alumina substrate as shown in Figure S6 in the 
Supporting Information. We note that the mass of the “mono-
layer film” is not known, so absolute magnetization cannot be 
compared between these two samples, but only the shapes of 
the curves. Both samples showed very similar features in the 
ZFC and FC curves measured at an applied magnetic field of 
1000 Oe (Figure 4b,c), indicating that the magnetic properties 
of multilayer samples are determined by that of single flakes. 
The peak in the ZFC curve and the abrupt increase in the FC 
data below 50 K is not observed in bulk Mn3N2, and could pos-
sibly be attributed to exchange interactions along the surface 
O-bonded Mn atoms or other MnOx impurities.[40,41] Although 
we did not find any other Mn oxides except MnO in our sample 
based on X-ray PDF analysis (pure MnO did not show this 
low-temperature peak in ZFC curve[42]), further polarized neu-
tron diffraction analysis may help elucidate the nature of this 
low-temperature peak. The possibility of a superparamagnetic 
transition was excluded by measuring the monolayer film at a 
much lower magnetic field of 50 Oe (Figure S12b, Supporting 
Information). No change in ZFC/FC data was detected, indi-
cating that this magnetization change is not related to blocking 
phenomena, which would be field dependent.[43]

To shed light on the magnetic properties, first-principles 
calculations were conducted on bare Mn3N2 and oxygen- 
terminated Mn3N2 (Mn3N2Ox) slabs as shown in Figure 4d–f 
and Figures S14 and S15 in the Supporting Information. The 
calculated total energies of different magnetic ordered states 
are shown in Figure S14b in the Supporting Information. For 
both Mn3N2 and Mn3N2Ox slabs, the first states (first row) have 
the lowest energy, indicating the most stable states. The Mn 
spins within each (001) layer are ferromagnetically coupled, and 
antiferromagnetically coupled across adjacent layers, which is 
similar to bulk Mn3N2. In addition, the obtained surface ener-
gies for Mn3N2 and Mn3N2Ox are 1.91 and −5.49 J m−2, respec-
tively. The terminated O atoms can decrease the surface energy, 
resulting in a more stable structure of Mn3N2Ox, as mentioned 
above.

The profiles of total density of states (TDOS) and partial 
density of states (PDOS) of Mn3N2 and Mn3N2Ox are shown 
in Figure 4d,e. The zero bandgap in the TDOS indicates the 
metallic nature of both Mn3N2 and Mn3N2Ox. The spin-up 
and spin-down parts are almost symmetrical in TDOS (black 
line) for both Mn3N2 and Mn3N2Ox, while they are quite asym-
metrical for states derived from antiferromagnetically coupled 
Mn sites across adjacent layers (for example, Mn1 and Mn2). 
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Table 1. Summary of Pearson correlation coefficients. Pearson cor-
relation coefficient 1 (Pearson Coeff. 1) is for all Mn oxide structures 
available in the ICSD tested against the experimental PDF residual data 
after subtracting Mn3N2 signal. The most highly correlated model result 
is shown in bold. Pearson correlation coefficient 2 (Pearson Coeff. 2) 
is for all Mn oxide structures available in the ICSD tested against the 
experimental PDF residual data after subtracting Mn3N2 and cubic MnO 
(space group: Fm-3m) signals.

ICSD# Composition Space group Pearson coeff. 1 Pearson coeff. 2

1 9864 MnO Fm-3m 0.845102 –

2 262928 MnO P63mc 0.024373 0.080217

3 643187 MnO2 P42/mnm 0.142454 0.262867

4 54114 MnO2 Pbnm 0.329405 0.152411

5 78331 MnO2 Pnam 0.350382 0.322325

6 171866 MnO2 Pnma 0.312683 0.351751

7 248071 MnO2 Fddd 0.118750 0.150613

8 20227 MnO2 I4/m 0.056681 0.299154

9 76430 MnO2 P63/mmc 0.142663 0.131754

10 193445 MnO2 Fd-3m 0.084007 0.309314

11 9090 Mn2O3 Pcab 0.273383 0.103257

12 187263 Mn2O3 Ia-3 0.275256 0.123508

13 24342 Mn2O3 Pbca 0.273653 0.103915

14 236254 Mn2O3 R-3 0.381337 0.333974

15 236255 Mn2O3 F-1 0.378374 0.222398

16 33647 Mn2O3 I213 0.235979 0.071009

17 412046 Mn2.03O4 Fd-3m 0.090581 0.324806

18 60821 Mn2O7 P21/c 0.236555 0.176452

19 30005 Mn3O4 Pbcm 0.150406 0.160345

20 40110 Mn3O4 Pmab 0.408777 0.306682

21 68174 Mn3O4 I41/amd 0.397965 0.423120

22 16956 Mn5O8 C2/m 0.285638 0.100766
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The Mn 3d states are spin split, indicating that the magnetic 
properties of 2D Mn3N2 and Mn3N2Ox originate from Mn 
atoms, similar to bulk Mn3N2 (Figure S15, Supporting Informa-
tion). Here, we mainly focus on the more stable and probably 
more realistic Mn3N2Ox to understand the details of the mag-
netism. The PDOS of five Mn-3d orbitals (dxy, dxz, dyz, d 2 2x y− ,  
and d 2z ) for Mn1 and Mn2 in Mn3N2Ox (Mn1@Mn3N2Ox and 
Mn2@Mn3N2Ox) are shown in Figure 4f. The splitting of spin 
is obvious. For example, the spin-up orbitals of dxz, dyz, d 2 2x y− ,  
and d 2z  for Mn1@Mn3N2Ox are fully filled, while dxy is partially 
filled. On the other hand, the spin-down orbital of dxy is par-
tially filled, while dxz, dyz, d 2 2x y− , and d 2z  are empty. It could be 
reasonably inferred that there are two types of splitting for all 
of the Mn atoms as shown in the right schematic of Figure 4f, 
resulting in the Mn moments which are in the same spin 

 direction within each (001) layer while in the opposite spin 
direction across adjacent layers.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we report high-yield synthesis of ultrathin 
2D-like Mn3N2 using a salt-templating method. The lattice of 
KCl salt matches well with the lattice of Mn3N2, allowing the 
growth of single crystalline 2D Mn3N2 on the surface of KCl. 
Mn3N2 flakes represent the first solution-processed ultrathin 
transition metal nitride with magnetism at room tempera-
ture. Theoretically, we find that the magnetic ordering results 
in spin-splitting of the Mn-3d derived states, and equiva-
lent moments in opposite spin directions are symmetrically 
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Figure 4. a) Magnetization hysteresis loop of multilayer ultrathin Mn3N2 measured at 300 K. The inset shows a coercivity of 52 Oe, indicating the 
room-temperature magnetic behavior of ultrathin Mn3N2. b) Temperature dependence of zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization 
of multilayer ultrathin Mn3N2 at an applied field of 1000 Oe. c) ZFC and FC magnetization of monolayer ultrathin Mn3N2 at an applied field of 1000 Oe. 
Here, we drop-cast the ultrathin Mn3N2 colloidal solution on an AAO substrate to form the “monolayer film” shown in Figure S6 in the Supporting 
Information. The magnitude of the magnetization (y-axis) is multiplied by 105 for clarity. Total density of states (TDOS) and partial density of states 
(PDOS) for d) Mn3N2 and e) Mn3N2Ox. Small yellow spheres, red and cyan are Mn, O, and N atoms, respectively. f) The splitting of Mn-3d orbitals 
for Mn1 and Mn2 in Mn3N2Ox, and two types of splitting.
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 distributed in the adjacent layers, resulting in antiferromag-
netic coupling between them. This intrinsic room-temperature 
2D magnet may contribute to not only the fundamental under-
standing of magnetism but also a practical methodology in 
fabricating devices with layered antiferromagnetism. Although 
Mn3N2 is just the first magnetic metal nitride synthesized by 
this method, with further understanding of the underlying 
processes and identification of proper precursors and salt tem-
plates, other solution-processable 2D magnetic metal nitrides, 
especially with room-temperature ferromagnetism, may be 
produced.

5. Experimental Section
Synthesis of Ultrathin Mn3N2: A salt-templating method, which was 

developed previously,[18,20] was used for the synthesis. Typically, 17 mg 
MnCl2⋅4H2O (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was dissolved in 20 mL ethanol (95%) 
to form MnCl2 precursor solution in ethanol. The transparent MnCl2/
ethanol precursor solution was poured into 200 g KCl (Sigma-Aldrich, 
USA) and stirred vigorously. After mixing, MnCl2@KCl was placed in an 
oven (70 °C) to evaporate ethanol. After that, the MnCl2@KCl powder was 
treated at 750 °C for 7 h (temperature ramping rate 1 °C min−1) under 
a constant flow of ammonia (700 sccm) in a high- temperature furnace 
(Thermo Scientific). After the sample naturally cooled down to room 
temperature, the 2D Mn3N2@KCl powder was dissolved in large amount 
of DI water and the vacuum filtration was used to remove the KCl salt 
template. The solution was collected and filtrated and it was put in an 
oven at 70 °C, allowing the water to evaporate to recycle the KCl salt 
template. Finally, the ultrathin Mn3N2 powder was dispersed in DI water. 
After filtration and drying, ultrathin Mn3N2 was produced.

Characterization: Transmission electron microscopy was performed 
using a JEM-2100 (JEOL, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. 
Scanning electron microscopy was performed in a Zeiss Supra 50VP 
(Carl Zeiss SMT AG, Oberkochen, Germany). Scanning transmission 
electron microscopy images and elemental electron energy loss 
spectroscopy maps were acquired on a fifth-order aberration-corrected 
STEM (Cornell Nion UltraSTEM) operated at 100 keV with a beam 
convergence semiangle of 30 mrad. Sub-Ångström spatial resolution 
was achievable under such operating conditions. STEM images were 
processed using Richardson–Lucy deconvolution (three iterations) 
to remove the scan noise. EELS spectrum images were acquired with 
a 0.25 eV per channel energy dispersion in a Gatan spectrometer 
with a size of 100 pixels × 100 pixels and an acquisition time of 
10 ms pixel−1. The Mn map was extracted using Mn L3 edge from 
EELS spectrum image and processed using principal component 
analysis (PCA, 2 components) and the linear combination of power 
law (LCPL) background subtraction in ImageJ software. Atomic 
force microscopy was performed using Bruker Multimode 8 with 
a Si tip (Budget Sensors Tap300Al-G; f0 = 300 kHz, k = 40 N m−1) in 
a standard tapping mode in air. X-ray diffraction was carried out using 
a Rigaku Smartlab (Tokyo, Japan) diffractometer with Cu-Kα radiation 
(40 kV and 44 mA) with a step scan 0.02°, a step time of 1 s, and a 
10 × 10 mm2 window slit. X-ray  photoelectron spectroscopy spectra 
were measured by a spectrometer (Physical Electronics, VersaProbe 
5000, Chanhassen, MN) employing a 100 µm monochromatic Al Kα 
X-ray beam to irradiate each sample’s surface. Photoelectrons were 
collected at a takeoff angle of 45° between the sample surface of 
each sample and the path to the analyzer. Charge neutralization was 
applied using a dual beam charge neutralizer irradiating low-energy 
electrons and ion beam to minimize the shift in the recorded binding 
energy. The X-ray total scattering experiments for X-ray pair distribution 
function analysis were carried out at the beamline 28-ID-2 (XPD) at the 
National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory using the rapid acquisition PDF method (RAPDF).[23] A 2D 
Perkin Elmer amorphous silicon detector (2048 pixels × 2048 pixels and  

200 × 200 µm2 pixel size) was placed 201 mm behind the sample which 
was loaded in a 1 mm ID kapton capillary. The incident wavelength of 
the X-ray was λ = 0.1867 Å. Calibration of the experimental setup was 
done using Ni as a standard material to calibrate the sample-to-detector 
distance and to determine the Qdamp and Qbroad parameters, which 
correct the PDF envelope function for the instrument resolution.[24,25] 
The refined values Qdamp = 0.035 Å−1 and Qbroad = 0.017 Å−1 were fixed in 
the subsequent structure refinements of the PDF data. A model Mn3N2 
was built based on the tetragonal Mn3N2 phase. The space group of 
crystal structure is I4/mmm. The atoms are sitting at the following 
Wyckoff positions: Mn1 at 2a (0,0,0), Mn2 at 4e (0,0,z), N at 4e (0,0,z).

Theoretical Calculations: First-principles calculations were performed 
using VASP code,[44] based on density-functional theory (DFT).[45,46] 
The 2 × 2 supercells of Mn3N2 or Mn3N2Ox slab with thickness 
around 1.3 nm were chosen to discuss their magnetic properties. The 
c axes parameter were set as 30 Å to ensure enough vacuum to avoid 
interactions between two periods. The exchange–correlation energy was 
calculated using general gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdue–
Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange–correlation function.[47] To have a 
better characterization of the localization of transition metal d electrons 
and a better description of their energetic, electronic, and magnetic 
properties, GGA + U approach with U − J = 3.9[48,49] was employed in 
calculations. The plane wave cutoff energy is 500 eV, and the k-point 
meshes of 5 × 5 × 1 and 11 × 11 × 1 in the Monkhorst Pack[50] sampling 
scheme were used for geometry optimization and electronic self-
consistent computation, respectively. The convergence condition for the 
energy is 10−4 eV, and the structures were relaxed until the force on each 
atom was less than 0.01 eV Å−1. Spin polarization was considered in all 
calculations. And the structure drawing and charge density visualization 
were generated using VESTA.[51]

Surface energies γ are defined as 

NE /3 / 2slab unit N N O OE N E N E Aγ ( ) ( )= − + −  (2)

where, Eslab is the total energy of the slab, Eunit is the total energy per 
unit of Mn3N2 in the bulk; N is the total number of Mn atoms contained 
in the slab model; NN is the number of absent N atoms, EN = 1/2 EN−N, 
and EN−N indicates the total energy of dimer N2; NO is the number of 
terminated O atoms, EO = 1/2 EO−O, and EO−O indicates the total energy 
of dimer O2; and A is the surface area.

Magnetic Measurements: Magnetic properties of multilayer 
ultrathin Mn3N2 were studied by a vibrating sample  magnetometer 
of a Quantum Design EverCool II Physical Property Measurement 
System. Prior to the measurement, sample preparation was done 
using a nonmagnetic labware to ensure that there was no magnetic 
contamination. Finely ground ultrathin Mn3N2 powder with 1.607 mg 
in mass was packed in a nonmagnetizable plastic sample holder. 
The sample was cooled down from room temperature to 10 K at  
10 K min−1 in a low pressure helium environment. To obtain ZFC and FC 
curves, the magnetic field of 1000 Oe was applied to the sample while 
the temperature was linearly swept from 10 to 380 K at 4 K min−1. The 
M versus H loop was recorded at 300 and 10 K by sweeping magnetic 
field from −80 to 80 kOe at 100 Oe s−1. For the monolayer sample, a 
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) was also used. 
Multiple monolayer films described in the manuscript were stacked 
back to back to enhance signal to noise in the sample and loaded into 
a nonmagnetizable plastic sample holder. The sample was cooled down 
from 298 to 10 K at 25K min−1 in the standard PPMS environment 
(low pressure helium). ZFC and FC measurements for the monolayer 
samples were carried out identically to the multilayer samples, however 
only heated to 300 K at 5 K min−1.
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